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Dean's Law Dictionary Version 81 now has over 172,534 entries and 249,584 word and phrases

defined! No one even comes close! This edition of Dean's Law Dictionary has over Ã‚Â· 331,001

case cites! 7,100 + Statutory Legal Definitions from federal statutory law. Ã‚Â· 1000's of web

address links Ã‚Â· 4,500+ Abbreviations Ã‚Â· Over 9,200+ Quotations from famous and prominent

legal scholars, and opinions Over 65,000+ Synonyms, Ã‚Â· A 26,181 Word Latin dictionary, Ã‚Â·

100's of comparison definitions,Ã‚Â· 80,000+ Leading and prominent cases reviewed for the

comprehensive and up to date legal definitions. We track new cases and holdings on a daily basis

that affect major areas of the law. Each day we also add cases that are not yet in our database. As

such, our periodic upgrades are extremely accurate.
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AMAZING!!!I am law student who has to read cases (with lots of new terminology and rule

statements) in my law classes, using the school's hornbooks or Black's law dictionary, and those

books seems to go on and on before getting to the main point. By end of those paragraph or

chapters, I still have to try to figure what the whole point was or how to create my own summary of

those definition/ history/case points, or worst, I end up making a "booklet" (lots of pages) of notes



from all that reading.BUT the Dean's dictionary just gives you the definition, rule elements, with case

name (as a reference point) and how the definition was used under those cases. Or Sometimes

Dean's dictionary will define an old law (mostly Latin words) as a summary of its history which is

great because I can retain that information a lot easier than 50 pages of history, definitions, and

cases.So by the time I read the definition from Dean's dictionary I completely understand the whole

picture, I then move on to my hornbooks, then case books and know where I am heading with all

their small detailed information.When you read Hornbooks, and case books first, which feeds you

small bits of (tons) of information, you end up not knowing what you are going to get until the end of

all that reading. and usually by then you become confused because it just does not make sense to

go that route. For example: it is like someone telling you, come to my house, but I will give you one

direction at a time, and only until you need to know, and only at the last moment in case you need to

turn left or right.Well, by the time you arrive at your friend's house, you feel like you drove forever

and your tired, exhausted, and worst off, you never got to enjoy the ride. Why? Because it was

stressful the whole way, and you will never know how to get back to your home or how to come

back to see your friend on another day until you review everything you did and I mean, review really

hard.BUT, Dean's dictionary is like me telling you to come over my house but first i give you my

address, then I show you on google how your going to get there, and then you use your own maps

(books) to get smaller details if you feel that the information I gave you was not enough.

Nonetheless, you are not as stressed because you know which way you are heading and you know

where you were going to end, plus you will know how to return to your home or come back another

day to your friend's house. You have a preview of the map!Well, that is my analogy, and Dean's

dictionary is never out of my site when I prepare for my readings. I must tell you it is like a light bulb

coming on every time. I am no longer walking in the dark. Hope you love it as much as I do. Good

luck with your studies!!!!

It's ok. Don't know why  refuses to fix the Look Inside feature. Maybe the support team lacks the

skills. Told me several times they'd fix it. Guess we all see how that turned out.

Although it has many legal terms not found in other Law Dictionaries, the book is poorly put together

in epub format. Very hard to use.

Its more than a dictionary. Does a better job than some of the outlines. I have the kindle edition. A

hard copy would be better, because searching even the simplest issues becomes complicated. That



might be a Kindle issue.

Poor format

Lots of material and an amazing value. Like the previous edition, there is an alphabetical gap. A

good reference source.
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